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Convergent Books publishes exceptional non-fiction that informs, inspires, and illuminates while helping readers and communities thrive 

through a faith perspective. Notable books include Accidental Saints by New York Times bestselling author Nadia Bolz-Weber, Tough as 

They Come by Staff Sergeant Travis Mills, and God and the Gay Christian by Matthew Vines. Forthcoming authors include Kenneth L.

Woodward, Mike McHargue, Brian McLaren, Joan Chittister, and Tom Krattenmaker. Convergent Books is also the home to many of 

Madeline L’Engle’s non-fiction, and classic works from Henri Nouwen with new titles coming in 2016 and 2017.
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YOU, WONDROUS YOU

MIKE MCHARGUE

October 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Self-help/Motivational

Rights: World

From the host of the Liturgists podcast and Ask Science Mike, a book exporing theunseen forces that cause us to fail in our endless quest to fix ourselves--

and how this knowledge can help us live more at peace with who we really are.

For thousands of years, philosophers, scientists, and religious leaders have wrestled with one of the great conundrums of human existence: why we do

the things we do. Or rather, why we so often don't do the things that we want to do. The quest for answers supports whole industries of motivational

speakers, psychiatrists, televangelists, and self-help gurus, promising to make people into their ideal self.

Mike McHargue, also known as "Science Mike," is the host and co-host of two podcasts--Ask Science Mike and The Liturgists Podcast--that have attracted a curious following among Christians,

the spiritually interested, and the religiously unaffiliated. He is an in-demand speaker at conferences and churches around the country, and he writes for the Storyline Blog, Sojourners, and

Relevant magazine.

In YOU, WONDROUS YOU, Mike McHargue speaks to the rest of us, those who are exhausted from the endless quest to "fix" ourselves. This quest fails for good reason, McHargue writes, because

while we like to think we're in control of our life and our rational decisions, a host of unseen factors are at play in every feeling we experience and every action we take.

Drawing on science, personal narrative, and spiritual insight, McHargue pulls back the curtain on human consciousness to show why behavioral change is so hard, why so much of modern life

leaves us lonely and stressed out, and how by making peace with the multiplicity of human identity, we can live more at peace with ourselves, our lives, and the existential questions that keep us

up at night.

“Through the lens of neuroscience, McHargue makes his case for valuing religion not for its factual explanatory power but rather for its ability 

to give meaning to human existence . . . For those who fear science will rob them of both God and Christian community, this work may offer 

much-needed hope that Christianity and science can coexist.” —Publishers Weekly

Rights sold: Hodder & Stoughton (UK)
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THE TIME IS NOW

A Call to Uncommon Courage

JOAN CHITTISTER

March 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Self-help/Spiritual Growth

Rights: World

Beloved nun and social activist Joan Chittister, who appeared on Oprah's Super Soul Sunday, offers a soul-stirring and inspiring guide that speaks to all who

feel disillusioned and dissatisfied with the power-hungry institutions and systems of this world.

Joan Chittister has been a passionate voice for women's rights for over 50 years. Called "one of the most well-known and trusted contemporary spiritual

authors" by Publishers Weekly, this rabble-rousing force of nature for social justice and fervent proponent of personal faith and spiritual fulfillment draws on

the wisdom of prophets--both ancient and modern--to help us confront the societal forces that oppress and silence the sacred voices among us.

Pairing scriptural insights with stirring narratives of the truth-tellers that came before us, Sister Joan offers a compelling vision for readers to combat complacency and to propel ourselves

toward creating a world of justice, freedom, peace, and empowerment.

For the weary, the cranky, and the fearful, Sister Joan's energizing message invites us to participate in a vision for a world greater than the one we find ourselves in today. This is spirituality in

action, this is practical and powerful activism for our times.

Joan Chittister is an internationally known author and lecturer, and the executive director of Benetvision, a resource and research center for contemporary spirituality. She is past president of

the Conference of American Benedictine Prioresses and the Leadership Conference of Women Religious. Her books include The Gift of Years, The Breath of the Soul, Called to Question, and

Following the Path. She is a member of the Benedictine Sisters of Erie, Pennsylvania.

Rights to Following the Path sold to: Editorial Sal Terrae (world Spanish)

Rights to Between the Dark and the Daylight sold to: Editora Vozes (Brazil), Grupo de Comunicacion Loyola (world Spanish)

Rights to Radical Spirit sold to: Grupo de Comunicacion Loyola (world Spanish)



An eminent Franciscan shows how we are all God's Beloved, invited to participate daily in the urgent business of creation and redemption.

In his decades of working as a globally recognized spiritual teacher and founder of the Center for Action and Contemplation, Father Richard Rohr has been a go-

to voice for Christians and spiritual seekers looking to deepen their inner lives. Yet in all those years, Father Rohr has never written a book on the most

perennially talked about topic in Christianity: Jesus Christ.
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ANOTHER NAME FOR EVERY THING

The Universal Christ

RICHARD ROHR

March 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Religion/Christian Theology

Rights: World (UK rights sold to SPCK via the agent)

In this provocative and groundbreaking new work, Rohr shows how we've missed out on something crucial about Jesus. Commonly, when we talk about Jesus Christ, we focus on "Jesus" and not

"Christ." But what does it mean that Jesus was Christ? Is Christ a religious honorific, or simply Jesus' last name? Or does the term tell us something more fundamental about Jesus' role in history

and in our lives today?

Most compellingly, what if hidden in the name "Christ" is a life-changing understanding for all people--of any or no religion? Drawing on Christian and world history, psychology, spiritual

teachers of many traditions, the Bible and contemporary cosmologists, Rohr uncovers the meaning of Jesus' role as the Christ--God's cosmic figure who is present in all of creation, available to

each of us today, and present with us as we seek to make a better world. Rohr articulates what this wider understanding of Jesus means for our world, and then applies his insights in a deeply

rooted experience of mindfulness, prayer and action available to everyone.

Richard Rohr, O.F.M., is a globally recognized ecumenical teacher bearing witness to the universal awakening within the Franciscan way, Christian mysticism and the Perennial Tradition. He is a

Franciscan priest of the New Mexico Province and founder of the Center for Action and Contemplation (www.cac.org) in Albuquerque, where he also serves as Academic Dean of the Living

School for Action and Contemplation. Fr. Richard is the author of numerous books, including the bestsellers Falling Upward, The Naked Now, and most recently, Divine Dance.

Rights sold: Gutersloher Verlagshaus (Germany)



Rights to Accidental Saints sold to: Brendow & Sohn (Germany), Kok Publishers (Netherlands), Vart Land Forlag (Norway), Libris Media (Sweden), 

Hymns Ancient & Modern Ltd. (UK)

SHAMELESS

NADIA BOLZ-WEBER

January 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Biography/Personal Memoir

Rights: World

One-of-a-kind pastor delivers her most important message yet--a body- and sex-positive reframing of the faith that echoes Luther's proclamation at Wittenburg.

No conversation puts church folk more on edge or creates more personal and cultural disarray than when preachers presume to talk about sexuality, women and

God. Which is exactly why Pastor Nadia--she of the clerical collar and unerring comedic timing--sets out to reclaim the conversation for a new generation.

Nadia Bolz-Weber is the author of two New York Times bestsellers Pastrix and Accidental Saints. A former stand-up comic and recovering alcoholic, the author is a favorite of readers who seek an

authentic Christian spirituality without pious overlays. Bolz-Weber is pastor of a Lutheran congregation in Denver, House for All Sinners and Saints, and speaks to as many as 35,000 people per year

beyond her home city.
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In the spirit of Martin Luther, her spiritual forbear, Bolz-Weber calls for nothing less than a reformation in how believers understand, feel about and express their

sexuality. In SHAMELESS, she shares deeply revealing stories from her own life and the lives of her parishioners to explore what she calls the "moral panic" that has

derailed so many. Looking to Bible stories and Christian theology, she reexamines patriarchy, gender, sexual orientation with both candor and hope, because, as

she says, "I believe that the Gospel can heal the pain that the church has caused.“As with her previous books, Bolz-Weber creates an affirming and intellectually robust experience on the page that

draws in skeptic and believer alike.

Rights sold: Hymns Ancient & Modern Ltd. (UK)



GOOD THINGS OUT OF NAZARETH

The Uncollected Letters of Flannery O'Connor and Friends

FLANNERY O’CONNOR edited by BEN ALEXANDER

October 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Religion/Literary Collections

Rights: World 

A literary treasure from National Book Award winning author Flannery O'Connor (1925-1964) and her circle of extraordinary friends. This compilation of

over 100 unpublished letters from the vault of the Flannery O'Connor estate offers insight into faith, religion, sex, culture, and the literary world of mid-

20th century America. A story of friendship told in letters, this book features never before seen letters from such contemporaries as Walker Percy and

Caroline Gordon.

Flannery O'Connor was born in Savannah, Georgia, in 1925. A devoted Catholic, she lived most of her life on a farm in Milledgeville, Georgia, where she raised peacocks and wrote. She

was the author of two novels, Wise Blood and The Violent Bear It Away; thirty-one short stories; and numerous essays and reviews. She died at the age of thirty-nine. Her complete

short stories, published posthumously in 1971, received the National Book Award for fiction.
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Flannery O'Connor is a star of 20th century American literature. Those familiar with her writings know that her strong faith and struggle with Protestantism and Catholicism in the deep

South informed all that she wrote and did. This book is a collection of many of her unpublished letters along with those of such literary stars as Walker Percy (author of The Moviegoer),

Robert Giroux, Caroline Gordon, and movie critic Stanley Kauffmann. Themes of creativity, faith, work, and writing emerge, forming a riveting literary portrait of these friends, artists,

and thinkers. Here we find their joys and loves as well as their trials and tribulations as they struggle with doubt and illness while championing their Christian beliefs and fighting racism

in the world of Jim Crow.



TO SHAKE THE SLEEPING SELF

A 10,000-mile Journey from Oregon to Patagonia, 

and One Man's Quest to Wake Up the Soul

JEDIDIAH JENKINS

October 2018

Convergent; Hardcover

Biography/Personal Memoir

Rights: World
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Also Available

LEARNING TO SPEAK GOD FROM SCRATCH

Why Sacred Words Are Vanishing--and How We Can Revive Them

JONATHAN MERRITT

August 2018

Convergent; Trade Paperback

Religion/Literary Collections

Rights: World 

"Thought-provoking and inspirational . . . This uplifting memoir and travelogue will remind readers of the power of movement for the body and the soul.“ 

—Publishers Weekly

“In Learning to Speak God from Scratch, my friend Jonathan Merritt tackles the challenge I’m confronted with every time I sit down to prepare a message. Language. 

Words. Nouns. Pronouns. Like you, I have a version of God-speak. And while it works for me, it doesn’t always work for the world around me. If you’re content to 

speak of God with only those who share your version of God-speak, then you will find this book curious at best. But if, like me, you’re convinced God has done 

something in the world, for the world, you will find this book indispensable.”  —Andy Stanley, North Point Ministries, Inc. 

“Jedidiah Jenkins is a storyteller. He’s also an adventurer, a connoisseur of good pourovers, an avid Instagram user, a startup co-founder, and one of those humans that 

makes everything about them seem inviting.” —USA Today



Rights to You Are Beloved sold to: Boedal (Denmark),Ursus Libris Kiado (Hungary), Lunde Forlag (Norway), PCC Editorial (world Spanish), Libris Media (Sweden), Hodder & 

Stoughton (UK)

FOLLOWING JESUS

Finding Purpose and Direction in Uncertain Times

HENRI J.M. NOUWEN

September 2019

Convergent; Hardcover

Religion/Christian Life

Rights: World 

In this brand-new, never before seen narrative, the bestselling author of The Return of the Prodigal Son offers a compelling case for why Christianity is still relevant,

beautiful, intelligent and necessary in the modern world.

The book is about Christian discipleship. In Henri Nouwen's words: "It aims to help people develop a greater love for Jesus and a greater desire to follow Jesus." It

consists of two parts. Part I is about why we might choose to follow Jesus. With so many choices available to the 21st century person, especially the more popular

path of secularism, Henri Nouwen lays out, in his characteristically 'stripped to the essential' manner, the challenge and reward of choosing the way of Jesus. Part II

consists of Henri Nouwen's suggested spiritual practices to help keep us on the "narrow road."
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Image Books (formerly Doubleday Religion) has been dedicated to publishing solid, unswerving, 

admirable Catholic resources for over fifty years. Covering a multitude of topics by respected and 

best-selling authors, there is something for everyone. The quality of books published by Image is 

unparalleled and each read is sure to deepen even the most devout Catholic’s faith.
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YOUR LIFE IS WORTH LIVING

50 Lessons to Deepen Your Faith

FULTON SHEEN

March 2019

Image/Trade Paperback Original

Religion/Christianity 

Rights: World 

Fifty inspiring lessons to deepen your faith from one of the leading religious figures of the twentieth century and author of the Catholic bestseller Life of Christ.

For over four decades, Fulton Sheen was the face of Catholicism in America and literally received hundreds of thousands of letters from people around the world

in search of truth, faith, salvation, and spiritual guidance. In this newly repackaged reissue of one of Sheen's classic works, the Emmy Award-winning priest takes

an intimate look at our sacred journey to God and answers some of life's most profound questions. With his clever wit and straightforward language, he explains

how we can find contentment in the modern world by applying the Christian philosophy of life in our day-to-day exchanges.

Drawing authority from scripture, and created for people of all ages and backgrounds, Sheen explores our journey home to God in an insightful conversation designed to strengthen the reader's

personal relationship with Jesus. Sheen also shares humorous stories that made him one of the most celebrated personalities of his time. This book is a lasting testament that your life is worth

living.

Fulton Sheen (1895-1979) was one of the most influential Catholic leaders in American history. He was Bishop of Rochester and television's first religious broadcaster, hosting Life Is Worth Living 

in the 1950s on the ABC network. He is the author of several books, including Life of Christ and Treasure in Clay.

Rights to Treasure in Clay sold to: Kuangchi Cultural Group (Taiwan), Ediciones Logos (world Spanish)

Rights to Life of Christ sold to: Wydawnictwo AA (Poland)
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JESUS AND THE SCROLLS

JOHN BERGSMA

September 2019

Image/Hardcover

Religion/Biblical Studies  

Rights: World 

Scholar John Bergsma presents the first major work on the Dead Sea Scrolls in two decades and shows how the mysterious and long-forgotten scrolls, discovered in an Egyptian cave in 1947,

reveal more fully the Jewish roots of Christianity.

From Old Testament scholar John S. Bergsma comes an illuminating text that reveals a Jewish community predating Christianity whose existence, beliefs, and practices have long been ignored

by scholars and the public for social and political reasons: the Essenes. Bergsma, one of only a handful of American scholars who has had access to the original Dead Sea manuscripts reveals

how this radical, pre-Christian Jewish religious community directly influenced the beliefs and early practices of early Christianity. This connection offers new information on how early Christians

lived their lives, worshiped, and eventually went on to influence the Roman Empire. Bergsma also looks to HebrewScriptures and Jewish tradition to frame a story of how a simple Jewish

peasant could go on to found a religion and a philosophy that still resonates 2000 years later.

In this enlightening read, Dr. Bergsma demonstrates how the Dead Sea Scrolls--the world's greatest archaeological discovery--can deepen our appreciation of Scripture and strengthen our

understanding of faith.

Dr. John Bergsma, Ph.D., is Professor of Theology at the Franciscan University of Steubenville (Ohio) since 2004. He holds a B.A. in Classical Languages from Calvin College (Grand Rapids, MI),

the Master of Divinity (M.Div.) and Master of Theology (Th.M.) from Calvin Theological Seminary (Grand Rapids, MI), and a Ph.D. in Theology from the University of Notre Dame (South Bend,

IN). He is the author of The Jubilee from Leviticus to Qumran (VTSup 115; Brill, 2007), and several articles in Biblica, Vetus Testamentum, The Journal of Biblical Literature, Markets & Morality,

and other scholarly journals, festschrifts, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and essay collections, published by Oxford, Brill, Eerdmans, Continuum, Kohlhammer, and other academic publishers.

Bergsma is active in professional biblical scholarship, and has particular expertise in covenant scholarship, the Pentateuch (its dating and sources), the book of Ezekiel, and the Dead Sea Scrolls.

A former Protestant pastor, Bergsma entered the Catholic Church in 2001.
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DEATH IN THE WILDERNESS

The Harrowing Story of the Eight Martyrs of North America

THOMAS J. CRAUGHWELL

October 2019

Image/Hardcover

Religion/Christianity 

Rights: World 

For the first time in sixty years, a comprehensive and engaging history of all eight North American martyrs of the Catholic church.

The French Jesuit missionaries who worked among the Native tribes of what are now Canada and the United States are some of the lesser-known martyrs in

Catholicism. These Jesuits were men of deep faith with a profound love for God and their neighbor, but they were also intellectuals--many of them had served

on the faculty of Jesuit colleges in France. Yet they gave up all their comforts, all their privileges to serve as missionaries in an immense wilderness. In this

compelling narrative, author Thomas J. Craughwell brings history alive and chronicles the adventures and ultimate demise of these men who journeyed to a

foreign land and died in service to God.

Thomas J. Craughwell is the author of Saints Behaving Badly, Urban Legends, Alligators in the Sewer and 222 Other Urban Legends, Saints for Every Occasion: 101 of Heaven's Most Powerful

Patrons, and Do Blue Bedsheets Bring Babies? Every month he writes a column on patron saints for Catholic diocesan newspapers. In addition, he has written about saints for the the Wall

Street Journal, St. Anthony Messenger, and Catholic Digest and has discussed saints on CNN and EWTN. His book Stealing Lincoln's Body was made into a two-hour documentary on the

History Channel.



WRESTLING WITH GOD

Starting Over Again in Your Relationship with God

RONALD ROLHEISER

May 2018

Image; Hardcover

Religion/Catholicism

Rights: World
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THE FOURTH CUP

Unlocking the Secrets of the Last Supper and Christ's Crucifixion

SCOTT HAHN

February 2018

Image; Hardcover

Religion/Catholicism

Rights: World

Rights sold: Quadrante (Brazil), Wydawnictwo Espirit (Poland), Ediciones Rialp SA (world Spanish)

Also Available

Rights sold: Wydawnictwo WAM (Poland), Grupo de Comunicacion Loyola (world Spanish)

"Ronald Rolheiser is one of the great Christian spiritual writers of our time, as well as one of my own personal favorites.” 

—James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage 

"When Ron Rolheiser writes, it is clear, compelling, and challenging, plus it is about issues that matter to the soul.“

—Fr. Richard Rohr, O.F.M., Center for Action and Contemplation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

“Read this book. And don’t just read it. Pray about it. Reflect on it. And share it with others.” —BRANT PITRE, author of The Case for Jesus 

“Some autobiography, a great deal of theology, the solution to an old Scriptural puzzle— and tons of puns besides. This book is a feast.”

—ROBERT BARRON, Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles and author of To Light a Fire on the Earth 



WaterBrook publishes Christian books that seek to intensify and satisfy a reader’s elemental thirst for a deeper relationship with 

God. We seek messages that draw on the Bible, experiential learning, story, practical guidance, and inspiration to help readers 

thrive in their faith. Our bestselling authors include Liz Curtis Higgs, Stephen Arterburn, Nick Vujicic, Joanna Weaver, Chris and 

Kerry Shook, John and Lisa Bevere, Kay Arthur, Cindy Woodsmall, Mary Neal, Robert Morris, and Kim Vogel Sawyer.

Multnomah publishes Christian resources that proclaim the Gospel and equip followers 

of Jesus to make disciples. We seek timeless messages from trusted Christian voices 

that challenge readers to approach life from a biblical perspective.
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THE MINIMALIST HOME

A Room-by-Room Guide to a Decluttered, Refocused Life

JOSHUA BECKER

January 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Self-Help/ Inspirational 

Rights: World

A popular minimalist blogger shows you how to methodically turn your home into a place of peace, contentment, and purposeful living.

Following up the success of The More of Less, one of today's most influential minimalist advocates brings minimalism home. He takes us on a decluttering tour of our

own houses and apartments, showing us how to decide what to get rid of and what to keep. He both offers practical guidelines for simplifying our lifestyle at home

and addresses underlying issues that contribute to over-accumulation in the first place. The purpose is not just to create a more inviting living space. It's also to turn

our life's HQ--our home--into a launching pad for a more fulfilling and productive life in the world.

Joshua Becker is the founder and editor of Becoming Minimalist, a website dedicated to inspiring others to find more life by owning less. The website welcomes over 1,000,000 readers each month

and has inspired millions around the world to consider the practical benefits of owning fewer possessions and given them the practical help to get started. He is the best-selling ( Wall Street Journal,

USA Today, Publisher's Weekly, Amazon, Audible) author of The More of Less: Finding the Life You Want Under Everything You Own. Joshua's writing has led to speaking opportunities all across

America and internationally.

Rights to The More of Less sold to:

Beijing Land of Wisdom (China)

Anag Publishing (Czech Republic)

Gerth Median (Germany)

Kanki Publishing (Japan)

WISEMAP (Korea)
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Rights sold: Citic Press (China), Editura For You (Romania)

Kok/ Ten Have (Netherlands)

Spoleczny Instytut (Poland)

EXEM (Russia)

Business Weekly (Taiwan)

Editora Unilit (world Spanish)



THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR

An Ancient Path from Darkness to Light

ERWIN RAPHAEL MCMANUS

February 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

McManus shows that creating a bright and fulfilling future does not occur by accident, but rather by artful intention. Warrior is a call to decisiveness and self-

mastery. Through the ancient biblical practices of pursuit, mindset, ownership, energy, and essence, he guides readers to a deeper understanding of their inner

workings and provides the guidance they need to overcome their greatest enemy: themselves. In the style of a battle-wizened teacher, McManus delivers

wisdom, instills passion, and provides the sacred movements needed to become the warrior you were meant to be.

Erwin Raphael McManus is an iconoclast and a cultural pioneer known for his integration of creativity and spirituality. He is an artist, entrepreneur, and cultural thought leader who is also the

founder of MOSAIC. Known for their innovation, creativity, and artistry, MOSAIC has been named one of the most influential and innovative churches in America. Additionally he is the author of

many books, including the best-seller The Last Arrow, Soul Cravings, Chasing Daylight, An Unstoppable Force, and The Barbarian Way, which has sold more than 250,000 copies.

Best-selling author, pastor, futurist, and cultural thought leader believes that we are our own greatest adversaries, and he provides the steps we need to

outsmart and overcome such a clever foe.

Rights to The Last Arrow sold to: Chara Editora (Brazil), Whitaker House (world Spanish)
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Rights sold: Whitaker House (world Spanish)



New York Times best-selling sports star and media icon motivates readers to stop postponing dreams and start making them happen now because--this is the

day!

Beyond Tim Tebow's exploits as a Heisman-winning football player, he is widely known and respected for his exemplary character and personal excellence, which

have made him a role model for millions. When Tim interacts with the public, he often encounters people who feel "stuck"--unable to take action on matters

ranging from daily life to pursuing lifelong dreams.

THIS IS THE DAY

Reclaim Your Dream. Ignite Your Passion. Live Your Purpose

TIM TEBOW As told to A. J. GREGORY

September 2018

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

In response, Tim often identifies a crippling fear or lack of courage, to which he advises: "now is the time to take some risks, to quiet the voices of defeat, to step forward and make a mark,

because this is the day." In this inspiring, motivational book, readers will receive the advice and encouragement to daily move from "pause" to "play" in finding deeper meaning and success. Tim

illustrates the book's themes with stories from his personal life that will delight all readers, including his an update on his dream pursuit of a baseball career.

Tim Tebow is a two-time national champion, first round NFL draft pick, and Heisman trophy winner. In 2016 he signed a professional baseball contract with the New York Mets. Tim's true

passion remains the work of the Tim Tebow Foundation, which he began in 2010. The foundation's mission is to bring Faith, Hope, and Love to those needing a brighter day in their darkest hour

of need. The foundation is fulfilling that mission every day by serving thousands of deserving children around the world.

“All readers will be won over by Tebow's dedication and perseverance, and admire him for staying true to service-

oriented Christianity through a quite unconventional life.” 

—Publishers Weekly review
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REFORESTING FAITH

What Trees Teach Us About the Nature of God and the Future of Everything

MATTHEW SLEETH, MD

April 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

In this groundbreaking walk through Scripture, a former atheist and founder of Blessed Earth creation care ministry makes the convincing case that trees are

essential to every Christian's understanding of God. Once you discover the hidden language of trees, your walk through the woods--and through the Bible--will

never be the same.

Perhaps we've missed the forest...and the trees. Beginning in Genesis, every major biblical character is associated with a tree, bush, or branch. There's a tree on

the first page of Scripture and on the last. In fact, other than people, trees are mentioned more than any other living thing in the Bible. Exploring how God chose

to tell the story of the Gospel through trees will open up a whole new means of understanding creation, redemption, and grace.

Matthew Sleeth, MD, a former emergency room physician and chief of the hospital medical staff, resigned from his position to teach, preach, and write about the biblical call to be good stewards

of the earth. A highly sought-after speaker, Dr. Sleeth has spoken at more than 1,000 churches, campuses, and events, including serving as the monthly guest preacher at The Washington

National Cathedral for a year. Recognized by Newsweek as one of the nation's most influential evangelical leaders, Dr. Sleeth is a graduate of George Washington University School of Medicine

and has two postdoctoral fellowships. He is the executive director of Blessed Earth and author of Serving God, Saving the Planet; 24/6; the Introduction to The Green Bible, as well as numerous

creation care books and articles.
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Join Dr. Sleeth as he explores the wonders of life, death, and rebirth through the lens of trees and explains how science is just beginning to catch up to the truths described in the Bible thousands

of years ago. This book will unleash fresh ways of meditating upon God's Word and growing as a disciple of Jesus.
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OPEN HANDS, WILLING HEART

Discover the Joy of Saying Yes to God

VIVIAN MABUNI

July 2019

WaterBrook; Trade Paperback

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

Vivian Mabuni is a national speaker and writer with a passion to influence college students, families, churches, communities, and the world with hope and

life found through intimacy with God. She is also the author of Warrior In Pink: A Story of Cancer, Community and the God Who Comforts. With nearly 30

years of ministry experience on staff with Cru, Vivian loves teaching about the Bible and making practical application to ministry and life. Vivian has written

for SheReadsTruth and is a speaker for IF:Gathering. She and her husband, Darrin, live in Mission Viejo, CA with their kids, Jonathan, Michael, and Julia, and

their German Shepherd, Koa. Vivian loves coffee, shoes, sushi, and social media.

From a veteran Cru staff member, Bible teacher, and popular speaker comes an invitation for Christian women to discover how yielding ourselves wholly

to God, especially in the midst of challenging circumstances, lends new purpose to our lives.

We know that the center of God's will is the best place to be, but surrender is easier said than done. A host of hurdles, from busyness and bitterness to

complacency and control, can prevent us from moving where He directs. In this challenging yet warmhearted book, Vivian Mabuni provides an authentic

look at what it means to willingly risk saying yes to whatever God asks--and highlights a practical path to the deeper joy of a yielded life.
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WHY THE MIDDLE MATTERS

Because the Muffin-Top Years Might Be the Best Yet

LISA-JO BAKER

July 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Religion/ Self-Help

Rights: World

Lisa-Jo Baker, former Community Manager at (in)courage, is the bestselling author of Never Unfriended and Surprised by Motherhood. Her writings have resonated with thousands and been

featured on Huffington Post Parents, Bible Gateway, Fox News, Christianity Today, IF Table, and more. She is a sought-after national speaker who considers connecting with women in real life the

best part of her job.

The best-selling author of Never Unfriended reflects on the middle years of life and embraces the meaning found in the ordinary.

The middle years of life get a bad rap and tend to be described as flavorless. The thrill of the chase has slowed down and we settle into familiar routines. But if we

take a second between school bus schedules and finding new Instant Pot recipes to actually see it for what it is, we'll find the wildly ordinary glory steeped within

the squishy bits.

In this collection of bite-sized essays, Lisa-Jo Baker invites women to get a good look at their middles and gives permission to embrace them--beyond what the media, the mirror, the magazines, or

our teenagers say. Through gutsy, beautiful storytelling, she admits out loud what most women are thinking about marriage, parenting, failure, and how badly we all want to buy those matching

Magnolia Market mugs. Her delicious stories come from not being afraid of who she is. Because Lisa-Jo knows that although the middle is a place where we might have outgrown the shape of our

jeans, we have finally grown into the shape of our souls.
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CORE 52

A Fifteen-Minute Daily Guide to Build Your Bible IQ in a Year

MARK E. MOORE

July 2019

WaterBrook; Trade Paperback

Religion/ Biblical Studies

Rights: World

Mark E. Moore spent two decades as a New Testament Professor at Ozark Christian College. In 2012, he traded his title "Professor Moore" for "Pastor Mark" at Christ's Church of the Valley in

Phoenix, AZ where he is a teaching pastor. As a professor, he helped students understand the Bible. As a pastor, his sermons help unchurched people make sense of Christianity.

Increase your mastery of the Bible in just 15 minutes a day by diving into 52 of the most important Bible verses.

While there are great one-year Bible reading plans, few help you understand the words that you're reading. What if we could introduce you to a Bible reading

plan that would dramatically increase your mastery of the Bible in one year? Mark Moore teaches you 52 of the Bible's most important verses, which in turn

help you understand 52 key spiritual principles. By understanding one verse, you will be able to master and manage dozens of other verses that reflect that

same spiritual principle. If you understand the primary passage, dozens of others will fall into place.

After completing this plan, not only will you have increased your comprehension of the Bible's 52 key themes, you will have a big-picture understanding of the Bible itself.
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PRAYER

Forty Days of Practice

JUSTIN MCROBERTS and SCOTT ERICKSON

February 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

A simple yet profound guide to facilitate the instinctively human desire to pray.

We pray because we are human, not because we are religious. Something in our nature points beyond itself; something in us searches for and desires

personal connection with God. Although communicating with our Creator through prayer is innate, the effective practice of it often feels just beyond our

reach.

Justin McRoberts is an author, musician, and retreat leader.

Scott Erickson is a touring painter, performance artist, and creative Methodist priest who mixes autobiography, biblical narrative, and aesthetics to create art that speaks to our deepest

experiences. He is currently touring his one man performance piece "We are Not Troubled Guests."

This unique book guides you to pray in deeper and more authentic ways. The short prayers and thought-provoking imagery, interspersed with contemplative reflections and suggested

practices, will stir, inform, and encourage you. The simplicity of the prayers and the aesthetic appeal of the images will inspire people in every facet of life, including those with no real

religious background at all.



A MONTH OF SUNDAYS

New Title by Eugene Peterson Coming in November 2019

From the translator of The Message, thirty-one ruminations drawn from the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.

Eugene Peterson, translator of The Message, a bestselling translation of the Bible, is professor emeritus of spiritual theology at Regent College, British 

Columbia, and the author of over thirty books. He earned his B.A. in philosophy from Seattle Pacific University, his S.T.B. from New York Theological Seminary, 

and his M.A. in Semitic languages from Johns Hopkins University. He also holds several honorary doctoral degrees. 

Rights sold: Blessed People Publishing (Korea), Hodder & Stoughton (UK)
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“As Kingfishers Catch Fire covers it all, the A to Z of Christian spirituality. It is filled 

with the kind of wisdom that can only come from long obedience in the same 

direction! It’s more than a book; it’s a gift. Thank you, Eugene!”

—Mark Batterson, New York Times best-selling author of The Circle Maker and 

lead pastor of National Community Church, Washington, DC

Take ninety days and walk through the pages of the Old Testament with Eugene 

Peterson as your guide. Daily, brief devotions and meditations will give insight 

into the nature of God, thereby bringing clarity to your own life and purpose.

A 90-Day Devotional for Exploring God's Word

Rights sold: Hodder & Stoughton (UK)



SHAKE FREE

How to Deal with the Storms, Shipwrecks, and Snakes in Your Life

SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ

May 2018

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Christian Life/Spiritual Growth

Rights: World

There is a way to confront problems in life, shake them off, and move on.

Based on the story (see Acts 27-28) of the Apostle Paul's near catastrophic shipwreck, this is a call to individuals to "shake off" problems and disasters in life and

move forward to new health and wholeness. To everyone on the ship with the Apostle Paul, it looked like a certain disaster. But as Paul predicted, everyone did

survive--even though they made it to safety only by grasping "broken pieces of wood." In his unique way, Rodriguez compellingly explains that "God makes

wonderful things in our life come from our broken pieces. Because of Christ in our life, we have the power to shake off fear, rejection, and failure--just like Paul

later shook off the viper that should have killed him."

Samuel Rodriguez is president of the National Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference (NHCLC)/Conela, an international organ-ization of more than 500,000 evangelical churches.

*World Spanish rights to Be Light sold to Penguin Random House Grupo 26

Rights sold: Monolit Projects (world Spanish) 



HEARING GOD

A Guide to Figuring Out What He's Saying to You

NATHAN FINOCHIO

April 2019

WaterBrook; Trade Paperback

Religion/ Christian Life

Rights: World

Hillsong New York pastor helps you identify the different ways that God communicates, and then provides the tools you need to understand what exactly it is

that He's saying.

So many people wish that God would audibly weigh in on life's greatest questions of calling, meaning, and purpose. What's crazy is that God is weighing in on

those questions. We just haven't learned to listen. Nathan Finochio believes that God is constantly communicating with this world he's created. He speaks first

and foremost through Scripture, but he also speaks through our experiences and relationships. Through biblical teaching and true life stories, Hearing God

empowers and enables readers to truly understand what God is saying to them.

Nathan Finochio is the Evening College Pastor at Hillsong New York City. He leads the adult biblical education programs for all four expressions of Hillsong New York, and leads a mid-week Bible

study for several hundred attendees.
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THERE IS MORE

When the World Says You Can’t, 

God Says You Can

BRIAN HOUSTON 

April 2018

Rights: World 

Rights sold: Vida (France), Grace Today (Germany), Light 

Publishing (Indonesia), Worship Hermon (Norway), Store 

(Sweden), Paul Publishing (Taiwan), Penguin Random 

House Australia (ANZ), William Collins (UK), Monolit (world 

Spanish), offer pending in Brazil

BE THE HANDS AND FEET

How the Gospel of Jesus Compels Us to 

Share His Love

NICK VUJICIC

February 2018

Rights: World

Rights sold: Vida Melhor (Brazil) Société Biblique de Genève 

(France), Brunnen (Germany), Nouvion Trade Sociedad (Hungary), 

Prabhat Prakashan (India), PT Gramedia (Indonesia), La Casa Della 

Bibbia (Italy), Achievement (Japan), Gideon (Netherlands), Aetos

Media (Poland), S.C. Policontact (Romania), Limited Company 

(Russia), Penguin Random House Grupo (world Spanish), Sjobergs

Forlag AB (Sweden), Good Publishing (Taiwan)

DARING TO HOPE

Finding God’s Goodness in the Broken and the 

Beautiful 

KATIE DAVIS MAJORS

October 2017

Rights: World

Rights sold: SCM – Hanssler (Germany), Duranno Press 

(Korea), Authentic Media (UK)

Previously Published

“Why is it that most of us have what we need yet still find 

ourselves striving for more? My friend Brian Houston taps 

into this dichotomy and challenges us in the way that only 

he can. If you’ll dig into this book, I’m confident you’ll walk 

away with a greater expectation for your future.”

—Steven Furtick, pastor of Elevation Church and New 

York Times best-selling author

New York Times Bestseller!

“These are the inspirational words of a woman so connected to 

the heart of her Savior, she is willing to risk anything, regardless 

of the outcome, to make His name known. I have grown so much 

from her wisdom and bold example.”

—Jennie Allen, founder and visionary of IF:Gathering and author 

of Nothing to Prove

New York Times bestselling author and world-renowned 

motivational speaker Nick Vujicic is known worldwide as the man 

without arms and legs who personifies a "can do" spirit. Now in 

greater detail, he explains how the example of Jesus Christ 

motivates him to travel and speak broadly because the "good 

news" of the Gospel is just too good to keep quiet! 
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DIDN’T SEE IT COMING

Overcoming the 7 Greatest Challenges That No One 

Expects and Everyone Experiences

CAREY NIEUWHOF

September 2018

Rights: World
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IMPERFECT COURAGE

Invite Risk, Fight for Togetherness, and Change the World

JESSICA HONEGGER

August 2018

Rights: World

THE LIFE-GIVING LEADER

Learning to Lead from Your Truest Self

TYLER REAGIN

September 2018

Rights: World

Also Available

Rights sold: 1980 Books Co. Ltd (Vietnam)

"Astute readers may be wondering about the seven 

challenges former lawyer and pastor of Connexus

Church (Barrie, Ont.) Nieuwhof discusses in his book. 

Organized by sections—"Cynicism," "Compromise," 

"Disconnection," "Irrelevance," "Pride," "Burnout," 

and "Emptiness"— the work demonstrates how a 

reliance on God and His word can help instill curiosity 

and strengthen character. Serving as a helpful 

companion on the journey of life, Nieuwhof shares 

lessons in how to accept change and offers antidotes 

to embracing today's challenges. Writing from 

firsthand experience and describing both struggles 

with and victories over life's obstacles, his advice 

provides an invigorating way through setbacks and 

adversity. VERDICT Recommended, particularly for 

readers of faith-based works." —Library Journal

“Jessica’s perspective of global sisterhood and the power of lifting 

one another up in the midst of fear and scarcity is exactly what we 

need today. This book is both an invitation and a challenge to 

bravely show up for ourselves, for the people we love, and for the 

strangers that we will one day call family. I say, ‘Amen!’” 

—Brené Brown, PhD, #1 New York Times best-selling author of 

Braving the Wilderness

“Tyler, a passionate lover of Jesus, has focused his life on nurturing the 

potential within others. He is also an extraordinary example of servant 

leadership, possessing personal understanding of the cost and value of 

the leadership journey. The Life-Giving Leader is a thought-provoking 

rendering of Tyler’s unique insights into what it means to be a life-

giving leader who lives for a purpose far beyond self. To quote Tyler: 

‘The pursuit of life-giving leadership begins and ends with Jesus.’”

—Brian Houston, global senior pastor of Hillsong Church

“I can’t think of a better person to write on life-giving leadership 

than Tyler Reagin. His approach to leading the people around us is 

not only refreshing, but it is also Jesus’s model. And when we lead 

with God, instead of for God, we can step back and let Him go 

crazy through us.” —Jennie Allen, author of Nothing to Prove, 

and founder and visionary of the IF:Gathering



OPEN TO THE SPIRIT

God in Us, God with Us, God Transforming Us

SCOT MCKNIGHT

April 2018

Rights: World

THE DREAM OF YOU 

Let Go of Broken Identities and Live the Life You Were Made For

JO SAXTON

January 2018

Rights: World

"McKnight (The Blue Parakeet), a New Testament professor at Northern Seminary, makes a 

powerful case that Christians should refocus on the third person of the Trinity, the Holy Spirit. He 

contends that there is a lack of emphasis on the role of the spirit in the lives of many 

Christians…He relates personal experiences, such as his conversion during a high school Bible 

camp after reading the verse, “And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with 

the Spirit.” He also tells the stories of his students coming to the power of the Holy Spirit through 

“pursuit of the Spirit’s power to achieve victory.” McKnight calls for Christian readers to receive 

love through immersion in the spirit, and then to live out that love in everyday life in this heavily 

scriptural call for deeper spiritual connection.“ — Publishers Weekly

Rights sold: ProRex Forlag (Denmark), Kyujang Publishing (Korea)

Rights sold: Lion Hudson (UK)

“Jo writes with the same gusto with which she speaks, from a life lived fiercely and faithfully. Without 

an understanding of our core identity, we will squander the short time we have here on earth and 

miss out on the story the God of the universe has written for each of us, one of meaning and 

intimacy. Jo challenges us to live as we were meant to, with power and purpose.”

—Jennie Allen, author of Nothing to Prove; founder and visionary of the IF:Gathering
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Fiction

OF FIRE AND LIONS

MESU ANDREWS

March 2019

WaterBrook; Trade Paperback

Rights: World

The Old Testament book of Daniel comes to life as the young Israelite begins to experience strange and prophetic dreams in captivity in Babylon.

Survival. A Hebrew girl first tasted it when she became a Babylonian noblewoman nearly seventy years ago. She thought she'd perfected it as Daniel's wife, Belili,

living as nobility in King Nebuchadnezzar's court. Now, she is old and feels safe--until her secrets flare like a fiery furnace. One night Daniel is escorted to

Belshazzar's palace to interpret mysterious handwriting on a wall. The Persian Army invades, and Daniel returns home with a guest who calls her Mother. In a

story that focuses on King Darius' reign, Belili and Daniel recount their past, experiencing both heartache and healing. Confessing long-held secrets forges new-

found bonds, and their painful memories lead them on a search for the lost Ark. Ultimately, Yahweh's sovereign hand leads Jerusalem's captives home, and the

frightened Hebrew girl is transformed into a confident woman, who realizes her need of the God who conquers both fire and lions.
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Mesu Andrews is the award-winning author of Love Amid the Ashes and numerous other novels, including The Pharaoh's Daughter, Miriam, and Isaiah's Daughter. Her deep understanding of 

and love for God's Word brings the biblical world alive for readers.

Rights to The Pharaoh’s Daughter sold to: Edizioni Piemme (Italy)

Rights to Isaiah’s Daughter sold to: Kokboekencentrum (Netherlands)
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AMERICAN OMENS

The Coming Fight for Faith

TRAVIS THRASHER

February 2019

WaterBrook; Hardcover

Rights: World

Rights sold: Kok Publishers (Netherlands)

NO ONE EVER ASKED

KATIE GANSHERT

April 2018

WaterBrook; Trade Paperback

Rights: World

“Humble. Powerful. Awakening. No One Ever Asked unapologetically invites its reader into a journey 

of historical significance and soul discovery. A trek which, once taken, you won’t come back from.”

—Mary Weber, author of The Evaporation of Sofi Snow

“Emotionally resonant and brimming with hope, No One Ever Asked is an intimate portrayal of a 

community in chaos. As Katie Ganshert employs alternating perspectives and vastly different 

viewpoints, she dives deep into fraught themes of race, adoption, social justice, infidelity, friendship, 

and more. This gripping story is written with sensitivity and grace, and it will stay with readers long 

after the final page is turned. A heart-changing, transformative work!”

—Nicole Baart, author of Little Broken Things

In this taut thriller that imagines a near-future America following the decline of the Religious 

Right, where the Christ-followers who have anticipated a rising intolerance for their beliefs for 

decades find out they're right after all.

A recent convert, Hutchence, uses creative and guerilla-like techniques to spread the Gospel of 

Jesus. This enigmatic man enlists a rag-tag group of individuals to help him proclaim a warning to 

the rest of the country: God is sending his judgment on our nation, and his first act will be to 

destroy Chicago. One recruit is a young and talented computer analyst who specializes in 

mastering algorithms for corporate and political use, and who is on the run from the company 

she works for, while trying to discover the truth about her father's mysterious disappearance. 

Another is a conspiracy-theory-junkie & survivalist who has discovered proof of assault on people 

of the Christian faith. And a widower with three girls is recruited by this mysterious Hutchence to 

help lead a return to God in America.

Best-selling author Travis Thrasher has written over fifty books, spanning genres in fiction, 

nonfiction and children's literature
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Spring 2019

TRUTH UNCHANGING

Becky Thompson 

04/16/2019

Description

WHEN I PRAY FOR YOU

Matthew Paul Turner 

2/19/2019 

Description

MY FIRST RODEO

Stoney Stamper 

04/30/2019

Description

THRIVE IN RETIREMENT 

Eric Thurman

2/26/2019

Description

ROCKSTAR GRANDPARENT

Chrys Howard

3/12/2019 

Description

PURPOSE

Jordan Lee Dooley 

3/19/2019 

Description

Translation rights to the following titles are represented by GOSPEL LITERATURE INTERNATIONAL

Pat Balaguy: glintint@aol.com

Michelle Zasadil: glintmichelle@aol.com

World English rights are represented by CROWN

Rachel Berkowitz: rberkowitz@penguinrandomhouse.com

Kellyann Cronin: kcronin@penguinrandomhouse.com

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/580156/truth-unchanging-by-becky-thompson/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/576856/when-i-pray-for-you-by-matthew-paul-turner-illustrated-by-kimberley-barnes/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/572720/my-first-rodeo-by-stoney-stamper/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/575629/thrive-in-retirement-by-eric-thurman/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/567434/rockstar-grandparent-by-chrys-howard-foreword-by-korie-robertson/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/565942/purpose-by-jordan-lee-dooley/
mailto:glintmichelle@aol.com
mailto:rberkowitz@penguinrandomhouse.com
mailto:kcronin@penguinrandomhouse.com
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BECOMING US

Robin Jones Gunn 

5/7/2019 

Description

A SILKEN THREAD

Kim Vogel Sawyer 

4/2/2019 

Description

9 COMMON LIES ALL CHRISTIANS BELIEVE

Shane Pruitt 

02/19/2019

Description

RISE OF THE SERVANT KINGS

Ken Harrison 

5/7/2019

Description

THE KING’S MERCY

Lori Benton 

6/4/2019 

Description

EVER FAITHFUL

Karen Barnett 

6/18/2019 

Description

SUMMER 2019

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/555065/becoming-us-by-robin-jones-gunn/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/549424/a-silken-thread-by-kim-vogel-sawyer/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/567221/9-common-lies-christians-believe-by-shane-pruitt/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/600637/rise-of-the-servant-kings-by-ken-harrison-foreword-by-stu-weber/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/544968/the-kings-mercy-by-lori-benton/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/545468/ever-faithful-by-karen-barnett/


Fall 2018

THE CHRISTMAS REMEDY

Cindy Woodsmall

10/23/2018

Description

OURS FOR A SEASON

Kim Vogel Sawyer

09/11/2018

Description

HOLY SEXUALITY AND 

THE GOSPEL

Christopher Yuan

11/20/2018

Description

THE BRAVE ART OF 

MOTHERHOOD

Rachel Marie Martin

09/04/2018

Description
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THE JESUS WHO SURPRISES

Dee Brestin

7/23/2019 

Description

BOY MOM

Monica Swanson 

08/06/2019

Description

BLESSED BROKEN GIVEN

Glenn Packiam

08/20/2019

Description

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/558389/the-christmas-remedy-by-cindy-woodsmall-and-erin-woodsmall/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/549423/ours-for-a-season-by-kim-vogel-sawyer/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/557224/holy-sexuality-and-the-gospel-by-christopher-yuan-foreword-by-rosaria-butterfield/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/565671/the-brave-art-of-motherhood-by-rachel-marie-martin/
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Spring 2018

A PRAIRIE GIRL’S FAITH 

Stephen Hines

2/6/2018

Description

A CONTRARIAN’S GUIDE TO 

KNOWING GOD

Larry Osborne

2/20/2018

Description

WHEN GOD MADE LIGHT

Matthew Paul Turner

2/27/2018

Description

BENEATH A PRAIRIE MOON

Kim Vogel Sawyer

3/20/2018

Description

THE BURDEN IS LIGHT

Jon Tyson 

3/13/2018 

Description

YOU RISE GLORIOUS

Mike Foster

5/15/2018

Description

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/546731/a-prairie-girls-faith-by-stephen-w-hines/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/125062/a-contrarians-guide-to-knowing-god-by-larry-osborne/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/537390/when-god-made-light-by-matthew-paul-turner-illustrated-by-david-catrow/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/549342/beneath-a-prairie-moon-by-kim-vogel-sawyer/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/554470/the-burden-is-light-by-jon-tyson/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/554470/the-burden-is-light-by-jon-tyson/
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WALK ON 

Ben Malcolmson

07/17/2018

Description

Summer 2018

IN ALL THINGS

Melissa B. Kruger

6/5/2018 

Description

WHERE THE FIRE FALLS

Karen Barnett

6/5/2018 

Description

MADE LIKE MARTHA

Katie Reid

07/10/2018

Description

THE ETERNAL CURRENT

Aaron Niequist

8/7/2018

Description

THE MOUNTAINS ARE 

CALLING

Jarrett Stephens

08/14/2018

Description

RETHINKING 

SEXUALITY

Dr. Juli Slattery

07/24/2018

Description

AS THE TIDE COMES IN

Cindy Woodsmall

8/21/2018 

Description

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/564758/walk-on-by-ben-malcolmson-with-patti-mccord-foreword-by-pete-carroll/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/561570/in-all-things-by-melissa-b-kruger/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/545467/where-the-fire-falls-by-karen-barnett/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/565666/made-like-martha-by-katie-m-reid-foreword-by-lisa-jo-baker/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/561600/the-eternal-current-by-aaron-niequist/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/561919/the-mountains-are-calling-by-jarrett-stephens/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/565941/rethinking-sexuality-by-dr-juli-slattery-foreword-by-gary-thomas/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/558387/as-the-tide-comes-in-by-cindy-woodsmall-and-erin-woodsmall/


THE ALPHABET OF GRIEF

Andrea Raynor

9/5/2017

Description

BRINGING MAGGIE HOME

Kim Vogal Sawyer 

9/5/2017

Description

GOD GAVE US FAMILY

Lisa Tawn Bergren

9/9/2017

Description

MANY SPARROWS

Lori Benton

9/9/2017

Description

CONVICTED

Jameel McGee and Andrew Collins

9/19/2017

Description

GOD OF TOMORROW

Caleb Kaltenbach

10/17/2017

Description

FALL 2017
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http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/550577/the-alphabet-of-grief-by-andrea-raynor/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/549341/bringing-maggie-home-by-kim-vogel-sawyer/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/535111/god-gave-us-family-by-lisa-tawn-bergren-illustrated-by-david-hohn/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/544967/many-sparrows-by-lori-benton/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/555064/convicted-by-jameel-mcgee-and-andrew-collins-with-mark-tabb/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/549339/god-of-tomorrow-by-caleb-kaltenbach/


SEEING THE UNSEEN

Randy Alcorn

10/17/2017

Description

31 PROVERBS TO LIGHT YOUR 

PATH

Liz Curtis Higgs

10/3/2017

Description

WHISPER

Mark Batterson

10/24/2017

Description
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SUMMER 2017

BREAK OPEN THE SKY

Stephan Bauman

5/23/2017

Description

HE CALLS YOU BEAUTIFUL

Dee Brestin

7/11/2017

Description

HOW WE LOVE (Expanded)

Milan and Kay Yerkovich

7/11/2017

Description

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/555068/seeing-the-unseen-expanded-edition-by-randy-alcorn/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/535352/31-proverbs-to-light-your-path-by-liz-curtis-higgs/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/561568/whisper-by-mark-batterson/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/234659/break-open-the-sky-by-stephan-bauman/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/search/he-calls-you-beautiful?q=HE%20CALLS%20YOU%20BEAUTIFUL
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/194926/how-we-love-expanded-edition-by-milan-and-kay-yerkovich/


THE ROAD TO PARADISE

Karen Barnett

6/6/2017

Description
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THE HEIST

Christ Durso

7/11/2017

Description

NEVER SETTLE FOR NORMAL

Jonathan Parnell

7/18/2017

Description

KNOWN

Dick Foth

7/18/2017

Description

THE DREAM-CENTERED LIFE

Luke Barnett

8/1 5/2017

Description

FOLLOW THE CLOUD        

John Stickl

8/1/2017

Description

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/545466/the-road-to-paradise-by-karen-barnett/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/533792/the-heist-by-chris-durso-foreword-by-erwin-raphael-mcmanus/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/536779/never-settle-for-normal-by-jonathan-parnell/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/546477/known-by-dick-and-ruth-foth-foreword-by-mark-batterson/
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/545654/the-dream-centered-life-by-luke-barnett/
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